
Assess Your Email Risk With 
the Fortinet Cyber Threat 
Assessment Program

Quantify the Amount of Unwanted, Malicious, and Risky Email Reaching Your Users

With organizations increasingly migrating to M365, email security 
continues to be a critical part of an organization’s layered 
defense against cyberattacks. According to the latest Verizon 
DBIR, Business Email Compromise has doubled in the past 12 
months and is now the second most common method of social 
engineering. The report also states that there is a 35% chance 
that a malicious link contained within a “credible-looking” phishing 
email received in a user’s inbox will be clicked on by the user.

The FortiGuard Threat Landscape Report for the first half of 
2021 goes on to explain that “email continues to be a magnet for 
threat actors.” A modern secure email gateway should be able 
to scan email attachments and links, as well as forward the 
email to a cloud-based sandbox for further investigation.

If you have recently moved to M365 and are wishing to validate 
your current email security effectiveness, then an email risk 
assessment could be the next step for you.

The assessment will look at:

n Security: How effective are your current email filters? Utilize
the consistently top-rated FortiGuard Labs intelligence to learn
more about known or suspected malware, phishing, business
email compromise, and other threats entering your
organization.

n Productivity: Are email recipients exposed to unwanted
or inappropriate content? Learn more about the spam,
newsletters, and even adult content that may be reaching
inboxes.

n Utilization: What is your email traffic profile? Understand
whether your organization appears to be at greater risk than
the average, what the user experience and bandwidth use look
like, and more.
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Obtaining an assessment report will give you a critical and quantified view into your current email security posture. Find out if you 
qualify for an email risk assessment today!
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